Normalized Quantitative Western Blotting Based on Standardized Fluorescent Labeling.
Western blot (WB) analysis is the most widely used method to monitor expression of proteins of interest in protein extracts of high complexity derived from diverse experimental setups. WB allows the rapid and specific detection of a target protein, such as non-tagged endogenous proteins as well as protein-epitope tag fusions depending on the availability of specific antibodies. To generate quantitative data from independent samples within one experiment and to allow accurate inter-experimental quantification, a reliable and reproducible method to standardize and normalize WB data is indispensable. To date, it is a standard procedure to normalize individual bands of immunodetected proteins of interest from a WB lane to other individual bands of so-called housekeeping proteins of the same sample lane. These are usually detected by an independent antibody or colorimetric detection and do not reflect the real total protein of a sample. Housekeeping proteins-assumed to be constitutively expressed mostly independent of developmental and environmental states-can greatly differ in their expression under these various conditions. Therefore, they actually do not represent a reliable reference to normalize the target protein's abundance to the total amount of protein contained in each lane of a blot.Here, we demonstrate the Smart Protein Layers (SPL) technology, a combination of fluorescent standards and a stain-free fluorescence-based visualization of total protein in gels and after transfer via WB. SPL allows a rapid and highly sensitive protein visualization and quantification with a sensitivity comparable to conventional silver staining with a 1000-fold higher dynamic range. For normalization, standardization and quantification of protein gels and WBs, a sample-dependent bi-fluorescent standard reagent is applied and, for accurate quantification of data derived from different experiments, a second calibration standard is used. Together, the precise quantification of protein expression by lane-to-lane, gel-to-gel, and blot-to-blot comparisons is facilitated especially with respect to experiments in the area of proteostasis dealing with highly variable protein levels and involving protein degradation mutants and treatments modulating protein abundance.